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Rainbow XRB provides a powerful, Transparent Service that 
allows to enabling transactions worldwide between crypto 
users and makes it reliable, secure and transparent.
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Disclaimer
The information in this document is subject to change or update 
without notice and should not be construed as a commitment by 
the Rainbow Foundation.

This document and any parts should not be reproduced or copied
without the Rainbow Foundation’s written permission, and 
contents there of must not be imparted to a third party nor be used 
for any unauthorized purpose.

Overview
This document details a revolutionary technology for a 
decentralized platform regulated by smart contracts. The 
infrastructure for the Rainbow ecosystem, on all its products and 
services, is powered by XRB - a proprietary ERC-20 token created 
and maintained by the Rainbow foundation.
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Crypto Market Challenges
Blockchain-powered technology is intent on leading the future of 
financial markets. Today, however, we still observe extensive 
obstacles for the development of blockchain-based markets. One 
of the greatest market challenges is the remaining necessity of 
trust towards centralized financial services in an otherwise 
decentralized environment. Third party custody risks affect 
ecosystem sustainability, bringing vulnerability to manipulative 
and regulative actions. Rainbow Wallet radically solves problems 
described above by introducing a fundamentally new platform for 
custody-free, transparent, immutable cryptocurrency trading. Our 
platform is the simplest way to connect buyers and sellers within a 
decentralized framework. Rainbow Ecosystem is a new type of 
decentralized cross-blockchain exchange.

Rainbow Ecosystem Vision
Our vision is to create a people-powered new economy services 
company that makes the cryptocurrency market accessible and 
trustworthy to the average user, accelerating adoption of 
blockchain technology and democratizing ownership of both 
digital and traditional assets.
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Solutions
Rainbow Ecosystem is designed to offer specific solutions for the 
New Economy. An intuitive, self-custodies universal wallet that 
allows you to safely store, manage, leverage and further monetize 
your crypto assets in one place while maintaining complete 
control of your private keys.

A social trust ecosystem for choosing, sharing and navigating the 
ever-growing array of cryptocurrencies that unifies all of your 
financial assets to apply powerful investment models and 
structures to build your financial knowledge and wealth. A social 
gamification model that incentivizes crowd wisdom, and makes 
participating in the New Economy fun, social and rewarding while 
increasing your financial literacy, Easy and safe diversification 
across digital and traditional assets.
Scalable and compliant API services to empower businesses, de-
velopers and entrepreneurs to build their own powerful crypto ser-
vices and product offerings Data feeds to syndicate information 
about cryptocurrencies and markets. Professional services to de-
mystify the industry for businesses and developers while creating 
a dynamic eco-system to locate, find and engage customers in 
the digital economy thus reinventing traditional Financial Distribu-
tion Models.
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The Rainbow Ecosystem
There are hundreds, if not thousands, of different wallets out there 
for all of the different digital assets, and managing multiple 
wallets for each of your currencies is difficult. We are creating a 
platform that will provide a powerful single point of interaction with 
the new economy while also building a dynamic bridge to the old 
economy to ensure nobody is left behind. This next 
generation digital wallet will be the backbone for our asset 
management and investment services platform. The Rainbow 
Wallet will allow to aggregate people and transactions together in 
dynamic ways in order to increase liquidity and keep costs down 
for consumers. This infrastructure also allows us to create a 
universal mobile payment system for users who wish to transact in 
any currency, instantly breaking down barriers towards mass 
adoption in the industry. In this section we will outline the pieces of 
the Rainbow Platform that will make it the most user-friendly way 
of storing, buying and sharing cryptocurrency on the market.
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RAINBOW CRYPTO WALLET This includes a 
decentralized wallet management system 
allowing for the easy transfer of value 
anywhere in the world. The Rainbow Wallet 
links seamlessly with the fiat and 
diversification layer.

FIAT AND DIVERSIFICATION This system 
includes a unique legal structure with a fiat/ 
diversification system whose capabilities
are amplified by the Rainbow liquidity 
network tokens.

THE RAINBOW ECOSYSTEM HAS TWO MAIN COMPONENTS
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Rainbow Crypto Wallet
The Rainbow Crypto Wallet is a wallet management system that 
allows users to quickly and easily interact with their coins, while 
tracking and monitoring diverse assets. The Crypto Wallet will allow 
users to view, send and receive balances of any supported 
cryptocurrency. The wallet manager is entirely decentralized 
meaning that consumers have complete control over their private 
keys at all times and Rainbow can’t access funds without direct 
user authorization. All changes in balance are completely 
user-directed and there are no locks or limits. The goal is to create 
a safe and easy wallet that operates utilizing the complete user 
autonomy and control that cryptocurrencies afford. The Rainbow 
Crypto Wallet operates much like a password vault making safe 
and secure key management much easier than before. The 
Rainbow Crypto Wallet offers users a variety of features not 
afforded by other wallets, leveraging the unique capabilities of the 
Rainbow platform. Mobile support is a priority for Rainbow Wallet so 
that consumers can have access to their coins wherever they go.

Fiat and Diversification
A core piece of the Rainbow Ecosystem is a Fiat gateway and 
diversification platform. Users will be able to go seamlessly from 
depositing funds to diversifying across preset or custom baskets. 
One-Click Diversification enable users to diversify coins across a 
variety of cryptocurrency assets extremely easily. Users will be 
given complete control over all their assets at all times. Rainbow 
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will have a range of preset allocation arrays that users can 
replicate, and can adjust the percentage of asset allocations to 
their preference, assuming available liquidity of the underlying 
asset. Risk Diversification Spread funds across dozens of crypto 
currencies or tokens, making it less risky than purchasing an 
individual currency. Accessibility Cryptocurrencies become easier 
to purchase, enabling average participants and consumers to 
experience the benefits, and raising liquidity for all market 
participants. Community Expertise Rainbow aggregates 
information on different tokens and provides insightful data 
through community ratings and predictions so that you know what 
you are buying.

Rainbow Token (XRB)
Rainbow Token (XRB) is native token of Rainbow Foundation. XRB is 
essential to the function of the Rainbow Ecosystem. Rainbow is a 
Functional Token that will be used on the platform to access 
various features, incentivize community building and value 
creation through a dynamic reward system, and pay for fees. It’s 
the fuel of the Rainbow ecosystem. Furthermore, as Rainbow 
becomes more liquid over time, it will be used to rebalance 
individual portfolios. As we grow, the liquidity generated by 
Rainbow Ecosystem from fee conversions and XRB trading pairs 
will form a “liquidity network,” enabling users to shift allocations 
between various currencies quickly and easily and transact with 
each other or send value outside the platform
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Token Name: RAINBOW 

Symbol: XRB
Total Supply:  6 MILLION
Decimal : 8

Rainbow Asset management
Rainbow Wallet provides a powerful, in-demand service that 
allows users to reduce efforts spent on managing crypto assets 
and renders it transparent and trustless. To make our platform 
even more convenient and beneficial for users, the Rainbow Wallet 
team utilizes best UI and security practices thus facilitating use of 
our platform’s functionality to the full range. Essential operations 
would like to do with wallet :  

Receive crypto assets to the generated wallet 

Import assets to the wallet using private keys 

Store private keys in a securely encrypted environment 

Send assets to other addresses 

Select cryptocurrency node to use 

Select blockchain explorer to use
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Token Distribution
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2019

Rainbow Token Roadmap

Q4
Conception of idea 

Token create and verified 

Beta version of website release 

Whitepaper version 1.0 published 

First phase airdrop Start

Full website rollout 

List on First Exchange 

Airdrop Distribution

2020Q1

2020Q2
Rainbow wallet development  Start

 App Beta Testing

IEO On Exchange

Airdrop Phase 2

2020Q3
Airdrop Phase 2 Distribution

Rainbow wallet Release

Top 20 Exchange Listing 

Payment Gateway Framework 

More on whitepaper version 1.1
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Join Our Community
Telegram Community: https://t.me/RainbowXRB

Telegram Announcement: https://t.me/RainbowXRB_Ann

Twitter: https://twitter.com/RainbowXRB

Medium: https://medium.com/@RainbowXRB

Linkedin: https://linkedin.com

Support Email: support@rainbowxrb.io

https://bitcoin.org/bitcoin.pdf

https://github.com/ethereum/wiki/wiki/White-Paper

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bitcoin

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cryptocurrency
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